platforms under different compiler families (MSVC, Intel, GCC, SunStudio) . Provided integration of library with Excel and Java-based desktop environments and the trading and risk management platform (Murex).
• Leading the development process for advanced functional pay-off languages and dynamic code generating facilities based on the OCaml technology. Building massively-parallel computational infrastructure for Monte-Carlo and PDE pricing methods using automatic code generation from OCaml algebraic specifications.
March 2005 -January 2008:
VICE PRESIDENT, Goldman Sachs International, Fixed Income, Currencies and Commodities Division (London). Development of advanced mathematical and software solutions for formal specification, validation, pricing, booking and trading of exotic Interest Rate products:
• Developed the mathematical theory and software implementation (C++, more than 30,000 lines of code) of a family of highly innovative backward induction spectral PDE solvers for 1-2-and 3-factor Interest Rate models (in particular stochastic volatility and FX models) with application to pricing of Bermudan swaptions, volatility bonds and 2-currency FX contracts.
• Developed a fully-automated translation system for conversion of spreadsheet-based trade descriptions (as created interactively by the traders) into an optimised internal functional representation, suitable for formal validation, pricing, booking and generation of trading events, based on the combinator logic (functional domain specific pay-off language) implemented within the GS Security Language (Slang). The system significantly facilitates the innovation process in Exotic Interest Rate products.
• Implemented a computer algebra component for optimisation and automatic validation of the translation process described above, including equivalence verification of the source and the result trade descriptions, and automatic generation of price and trade tests.
• Developed an algorithm for deciding trade entry conditions ("buy" signals) in automated high-frequency equity trading, based on the Support Vector Machines (SVM). Constructed an optimised SVM kernel using graph enumeration techniques. Implemented in C++ using SVN and Quadratic Programming libraries. Average of 70-75% successful entry decisions achieved.
January 2003 -March 2005:
HEAD OF SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT, Lukol Networks (Tilburg, The Netherlands / Dundee, Scotland).
Research, Development and Consultancy in advanced software technologies:
• Designed and implemented a new light-weight user-level multi-threading run-time system (TNIO, in C and OCaml) integrated with high-performance timed network I/O facilities and optimised for Linux 2.6, FreeBSD and Solaris platforms.
• Developed advanced applications based on the TNIO run-time system: highperformance messaging server, telecoms call switching system, and an algorithmic trading platform.
• • Invented an algorithm for type-checking of dependently-typed functional programming languages with overloading of names, based on set-valued reduction.
• Implemented a type-checking and evaluation engine for the Aldor-computer algebra language (using Haskell and C++). Developed methods of integrating computer algebra and formal reasoning through the dependent type system of Aldor-.
• Taught under-graduate courses in Java Programming; Functional Programming, Logic and Automata; Data Encoding, Compression and Cryptography.
• Supervised MSc projects in time series processing for stock options pricing and fuzzy databases of historical information.
• Liaised with the development teams of the FOC computer algebra system • Developed a flexible, fault-tolerant distributed software architecture and iterative design methodology for IMA systems.
• Identified and solved the problem of maintaining real-time data consistency in the distributed IMA environment.
• Developed mathematical methods and parallel simulation software (C++ with MPI) for schedulability and reliability analysis of IMA systems.
• Proposed algorithms for graceful degradation of IMA system performance in the presence of unpredictable failure conditions. • Built a facility for IMA environment simulation and systems testing, based on commercial-off-the-shelf hardware components and adapted Linux kernel software.
• Implemented a portable, stand-alone IMA run-time system based on Java Byte-Code (using Ada 95, Java, Python and C). Developed a translator of Java Byte-Code into OS-independent native code on multiple hardware platforms.
October 1992 -August 1996: RESEARCHER and PhD CANDIDATE in MATHEMATICS, Department of Technical Mathematics and Computer Science, Delft University of Technology, The Netherlands:
